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"A kinc:, tic study of ):1rti:,.l -,-vi;,Ltion cou-scs for ki

guided missile attacking a c:,nstant velocity target, is made in this

report. A method of estimating the transverse acceleration of the

miesile following such a course i!3 given, The application of the

method is illustrated for a particular st of values of the various

parameters. Graphical pictures of seve• a. courses are given together

with curves of coiresponding missile acce 'ration against proxLnity

to tar At. The report treats only cours,•n for which the "navigational

correction constant" is 2. Other courses Ltre at present being analysed

by machine integration.
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PARTIAL NAVIGATION COURSES FOR x GUIDED MISSILE

ATTCKING A CONSTANT VELOCITY TARGET

Lntroduet Ion

(1) A missile is said to follow a partial, or proportional,

navigation course ýn attacking a target, if it is guided so tWAt

the missile heading varies directly, in proportional fashion, with

the missile to target bearing angle. The kinematic aapecte of such

courses have been considered, by various authors (cf. references).

A general discussion of the subject may be found in Part T of 321L

Report fR2538, entitl.ed "Guided Missile Kinematics" b. H. B. Newell,

Jr. The discussion riferred to is principally qua~itati-'. and is

based to a large extent upon graphical analysis. 1z In the purpose

of the present report to effect a more quantitative analyse. of simple

partial ravigation courses.

(2) The notition adopted herein is that of Nevell's report.

Thus Om is used to denote missile headingt vhilo A t.sazteti the

missile to target bearing angle, both referred to some fý.xed direction

as prime direction (See Fig. 1). Moreover, as in the earlize repor't

the partial nfvigation courses oxamined are preciuely specified as

those for which

or

(2.2) OM :p +tenat.

(3) The courses defiued by (2.1) and (2.2) are, in a sense,
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intermediate between constant bearing courses 1 . for which

and pursuit courses', characterized by the relation

(4) A desirable feature of constant bearing courses for missile

guidance is that the required transverse accelerations of the missile

seldom exceed those of the target. But, the attainment of a high

degree of approximation to a constant bearing course for a missile

attacking a rapidly wanuevering target ia a matter of some difficulty.

Partial navigation courses may be regarded as offering a first

approximation to constant bearing courses who. the correction factor

& is sufficiently large. It is important, therefore, to obtain some

qUantitative measure of the goodness of this anproximation.

(5) For practical purposes the usefulness of partial navigation

courses will probably be determined by the magnitudes of the turning

accelerations the missile must experience in attacking a maneuverinZ

target. Especial importance attaches to an investigation of these

accelerations, sirce in view of the obvious similarity between (2.2)

and (3.2), one suspects that some of the undesirable features of

pursuit courses are to be found among partial navigation courses.

This suspicion is actually borne out by the facts. Thus the terminal

angular velocities required of the missile are in many cases very high.

1Cf. Newell, NUL Report #R2538, Part IV.

ýrf. Newell: Op. cit., Part II
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(6) The turning accelerations experienced by missiles follow-

ing partial navigation courses are determined below in a few specific

cases for a constant velocity target.

(7) Finally the attention of the reader Is directed to a recent

report by C. .. Lancaster and L. R. Shornick (of. ref. b) published

during the preparation of this report, a•& also dealing with partial

navigation courses.

General Di1scussin

(6) To simplify the analysis, the present investigation is con-

fined to an examination of constant speed misslles and constant velocity

targets. Such an analynie may be expected to furnish some indication

of how a missile will behave in attacking a maneuvering target. It

is also important to bear in mind that the spatial extent6 of both

target and missile are disregarded for the most part, each being con-

sidered as a single point. In addition, aerodynamic and gravitational

factors are completely ignored. These last factors undoubtedly have

a great effect Xi actual physical cases, but elimination of their

consideration in a preliminary, essentially kinematic analysis, such

as the present one, seema desirable.

(9) With the foregoing simplifying aseurptions, the problem of

interest now becomes simply that of determining the essential properties

of the trajectory of a constant speed point missile guided toward a

constant velocity point target along a partial navigation course,

Particular importance attaches to the magnitudes of the transverse

3 -



accelerations experienced by the missile.

(10) It is shown in Appendix I that there always exists a

rectilinear Dath for the missile leading to a collision with the target.

This course is obtained by launchi. - the missile so that the ratio of

the sine of the initial missile heading angle to the sine of the initial

target bearing angle is equal to the target to missile speed ratio;

that is:

sin 0 t,__T
el ._.......•..o ,- V

sin(•o V

For this trajectory, the transverse acceleration of the missile vanishes,

which is certainly of advantage. Plainly the path described is none

other than the familiar collision course followed by torpedoes. The

exiotence of theee rectilinear courses merely bears out the rather

obvious fact that in attacking constant velocity targets the principal

advantage of a guided missile over an lznguided tne is not so much An

the type of course which may be followed as In the existence of

opportunity to correct initial errors in launching.

(11) The more general case, however, in which the target employs

evasive acticn ia perhaps of greater importance than that in which the

target is unaccolerated. In ouch a case the missile must also maneuver

in o: der toŽ effect j. collision with the target. It is plain that the

tarZte's maneuvering, is to a great extent arbitrary. The motion of

the missile, on the other hand, must be related anpripriately to that

of the target, or no collision will occur. Thus, if the misbile is

constrained to follow a specific type of course, which in the present

O ,- 4 - R-2790



case is to be a partial navigation course, the maneuverability requi-ed

of the missile is determinate. The equations of motion &or a target

turning with a specified normal acceleration are at present being

integrated numerically to determine the trajectory of the missile to-

6ether with its turning; accelerations. As stated previously in this

discussion, the target is taken as unaccelerated; but the turning

accelerations of the missile in following partial nevigation courses

other than the simple collision course, may be expected to offer some

hint as to the maneuvering of which the missile should be capable in

order to attack a target successfully.

(12) The rest of the report, then, concerns those partial

navigation courses which are not collision courses, in which, therefore,

the missile is accelerated. Moreover, the navigational correction a

in Equations (2.1) and (2.2) is taken as 2. This again is for the

sake of simplicity. The treatment of cases in which the navigational

correction exceeds 2 will appear in a subsequent report.

(13) The analyses of Appendix I in which a is 2. shows that a

constant speed missile attacking a constant velocity target may have to

undergu very large or only very small accelerations, depending upon the

conditions incident to the launching of the missile. In fact as in

the case of cimple pursuit cours'--, there are three separate cases which

may arise; 1) the transverse acceleration of the missile vanishes as

the target is neared; 2' the acceleration becomes infinite as the missile

approaches the target; and finally, 3) the limiting value of the missile

S- 5 - R-2790



acceleration is finite but not zero.

(14) 'e 1.. The transferee acceleration of the missile vanishes

as the target is neared. if

(14.1) co(4 ) or arcos L)

Here & is the initial relative missile heading3 . (3., the initial

target bearing, aud p the missile to target speed rntio.

(15) Curves A of Fig. 2a and Ti of Fig. 3a depict paths for which

(14.1) is satisfied. For path A, (3.-900, 6o = 150; and for D

Sa = 105 " 0°. In both cases !p 2. The shapes of the Paths

depend upon a, 3, end 1. . but not upon the initial ranges. It

is convenient, therefore, to measure missile to target ranges in terms

of decimal parts of the initial range. Thus, suppose that in Fig. 2a,

zon= 100,000 ft. In this case the missile following path A intercepts

the target when the latter has travelled 0.6ro, or 60,000 ft. Since

Vm is twice VV, the leath LM of the missile trajectory is 120,000

ft. Finally, the time for interception of the target is readily computed

as LR/VM.

(10) The variation of transverse acceleration along the trajece

tories A and D is shown by curves A' and D' of Figs, Zb and 3b. Curve

3' of FPi. 3b exhibits the acceleration for a path in which p= 2,

(ý = 1050. Ko= 80. It is seen that t'i corresponding trajectory

also falls into Case 1. The graphs are plotted on logarithmic paper

in order to magnify the region of small missile to target range, so

3As teen in Fig. 1, X 3 -0
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that the rapiily changine acceleration in this region may be accurately

represented. The inner ordinate scale is limensionles., givlrn trans-

verse acceleration in units of gV 2 / whilc the inner abc/ssa scale

shows range as decimal fractional parts of r0 . The use of such scales

enables one t3 apply the graphs with differing values of missile

speed V anI initial range ro. Thus, the outer scales Give accelera-

tion in units of g versus range in feet for the specific values

VrMn= 000 ft/sec. re =100.000 ft. The point marked X on curve A'

represents an acceleration of 0.2g at 60 feet .'tom the target for these

spcifio values of V and r • At the 4ame time its dimensionlens

coordinates (.0006, .002) Ioermit interoretation for other values of

V. and r.: for example, if Vm = 700 ft/sec and ro 50,000 ft. the

acceleration is about .02g at 30 feet from the target.

(U?), It is of interest to-notethat in these ctrves the maximum

acceleration is not much greater than the initial acceleration. Thus,

in these cases, initial acceleration may be used as a fair estim-ate

of the maximiu. A preliminary investigatiin strongly suggest that this

is true for all trajectories in which the ratio Vm/VT P is nearly 2.

However, it can he shown that as P decreases the ratio of maximum

acceleration to initial acceleration increases.

(18) If (14.1) holds for p= 2, then Vo+Podoes not exceed

1200. Thus, if(;. itself exceeds the "critical value" of 1200, no

positive ý, exists which will yield a trajectory of the type described.

in case 1. it is plain that as p is decreased the range of values

O- -- -2?90



for •% corresponding to trajectories of case 1 becomes greater.

(19) Case 2. The transverse acceleration of the missile becomes

infinite as the target Za neared if

(19.1) cos o -t 3 ) < -. or a +'• r> crcos

where the symbols are those used in paragraph (14).

(20) Curves U of Atg. 2a. K of Fig. 4a, and N. S, , T of rig.

5a depict paths for which (19.1) is satisfied. For path G, (3Zý 900,

),•450; for K, (3-1200. •: 13 0 for t1, ,'o 135'6, 50;

for ;,, .o135°, •. 150; for S. =•01350, •/o 2 5 0; for T,

0- =135 , "2-- 45'. In all cases 2. As explained in the discus-

sion of case i, the curves may be used to determine path lengths and

times of flight.

(2l) The variatiun of transverse acceleration along each of

the trajectories 0. K, N, 4, S, and T is shown by the corresponding

primed curve of Figs. 2b, 4b, or Sb. Curves G' of Fig. 3b and MI of

Fig. 4b exhibit the accelerations for paths in which o = 1050,

( S.380, and 0 1200, Yo 30 respectively. Again p- 2 . The

cor7eSpondiWS tralectorien fall into Case 2.

•22) All the curves referrel to show a rapid increase in missile

acceleration as the target is neared. Although one is inclined to

regard such a property of a trajectory as undesirable, nevertheless

this unresirability can be overemptasized. It should be kept in mind

that the -eneral discussiop as given applieu to point missiles and

point tar-ete, and that spatial extents of both target and missile

OMTSOMPI2 - 8- R-2790



favor the atticking missile. Thre. a hit may occur before tha missile

acceleration becomes excessive,

(23) The plotted acceleration car-es enable onA to deteimine,

for various initial conditions, the missile acceleration at a apecified

distance from the target. For any given set of values of lethal

missile to target range and maximum allowable missile acceleration,

there is a poiont determined by misuile speed and initial range, such

that any acceleraticn curve which passes below this point corresponds

to a useable missile trajectory in the sense that a missile following

such a trajectory can come within lethal range of the target.

(24) To illustrfte, let the lethal range be 50 feet and suppose

that *he maximum attainable missile acceleration is 5g. The circled

point in each of Figs. 2v, 3b, 4b, and 5b corresponds to these values

for a ailusile speed I of COO ft/cec and an initial range of 50,000

ft. All the curves except V, P', and TO pass below the encircled

point, and, therefore, correspond to trajectories along which the missile

acceleration does not exceed 5g until the missile Is witnin at most 50

fEet of a target.

(25) i generalization of the foregoing discussion leads to con-

clusions conveniently expressed by means of Vig. 6. which is bae6d on

the analysis of Appendix II. The figpve is drawn for a missile speed

of 1 ) ft/sec, and r-z 2. The ordinates show initial relative missile

heading doand the abscissas show initial target bearing 00. The entire

shaded area represents the range of valueb for &and .for which the

missile can approach to within 50 ft. of the tar,:et without undergoing

CCAM A SM - 9- R-2790



an acceleration in excess of 5g. The included boxed area corresponds

to trajectories exhibiting the propertieb of Cane 1. Initial values

which lead to rectilinear missile paths lie on. the curve YY.

(26) Examinatic"i of Fig. 6 shows that for initial target bearings

less than 1200 there is a rather wide range of initial missile headings

for which the missile can come close to the target without experiencing

accelerations exceeding 5g. For target bear*ings greater than 1200,

the reage of such initial headings decreases rapidly to a w rrow

interval containing the special value correspondine to a collision

course.

(27) Case 3. The transverse acceleration of the missile approaches

a finite value, other than zero, as the target is neared if

(27.1) cooe -f ) - -for arccos

This case la intermediate betwoen 1 and 2.

(28) It is shown in Appendix I that in Case 3, the missile ac-

celeration either keeps increasing or keeps decreasing throughout the

entire flight. The maximum accleration accordingly remains finite and

is either the initial or the terminal acceleration, and may be computed

from the appropriate one of formulas (37.7) and 37.8) of Appendix I.

(29) Curves B, F, and J of Figs. 2a, 3a, and 4a respectively,

depict paths for which (27.1) is satisfied. For path B, 0

•-450; for F, /)o. 1050, Ž'i--150; for J, 3, = 1200. o 00 -As

before, rz 2. The veriation of acceleration along each of the trajec,-

tories R, F, and J is shown by the curves B1, F', and JP in Figs. 2b, 3b,

and 4b.

CM]Iu~w. - 10 - R-2790



(30) If p is fixed., the trajectories of case 3 co..respond to pairs

( P.o) which are the coordinates of points on a straight line such

as YZ fo Fig. 6. As shown there, the stra.jit line form3 a boundaky

separating the points ( , o) into regions corresponding to trajec-

tories of cases I and 2 respectively.

(31) A comparison of the courses shown in Fig. 2a with those of

Figs. 23a and b of Nowell's report (cf. ref. a Part V) reveals a close

agreement between the two sets. Both sets of trajectories were plotted.

for the same initial conditions, but the latter set wan conatructed

under the assumption of .1scontinuous corrections applied to the missile's

motion. In view of the close agreement between the two sets, one

concludes that the method of Newell's report offers a simple and rapid

w-ans of approximating to the continuous correction case. It suffices

merely to use & relatively small sensitivity of correction (cf.ref.a Pt.V)

(32) Folloving is a List of some of the conclusions which can be

drawn from the cAalysis of partial navigeation courses for constant

speed missiles attacking causn•m, velocity target.s.

a) The straight line collision course always exists as a

partial navigation course, whatever the initial relative positions and

relative speeds of target and missile, and whatever the navigational

corrections used. To obtain such a missile trajectory, it sufficoes

merely to launch the missile with the appropriate heading.

b) For navigational correction constant a =2, the courses may he

S- 11 - R-2790



divided into tae three classes: 1) trajectories in which the terminal

missile acceleration is zero; 2) trajectories in which the terminal

missile acceleration is infinite; 3) trajectories in which thi terminal

missile acceleration is finite, biit not zero.

c) Courses with zero or finite terminal acceleration exist

only for initial target beariage leas than a certain critical value if

initial relative missile htadirg is non-negative. This critical value

dependb on the missile to target speed ratio.

d) Spatial extent of the target in general favors the

missile so that trajectories of class 2 are not necessarily to be

discarded as unuseable merely because of the high terminal acceleration.

It may be that the missile can approach to within deetr.uctive range of

the target before the Pccslerations become excessive.

g- 12 - R-2790



APPENDIX I

Mathematical Anal'vsis of Partial Navigation Courses

(33) The purpose of this aisc-ssior. is to set forth the analysis

needed to determine the essential characteristics of the trajectory

followed tby a constant speed point missile ursuing a ionstant velocity

point target along a partial navigation course. Let,B represent target

bearing: r ,relative missile heading; VT, target speed; VM, missile

speed; and r, target to missile range. Then, referring to Figure 1:

(33.1) V- sin V si

= - Vm cos'+ VT cos .5

Since Omm:ý=, the fundamental relatioit 2.1) may be written as

(33.2) *: (1 - a)

It is readily seen that there always exists a rectilinear partial

navigation course, namely, that for which 1 0 . This is, in

fact, the familiar collision course. Letting the subscript o denote

initial values, one finds for the collision course that
(33.3) sin -- VT

Vm- sinp0o

m

(34) The remainder of this discussion will be confined to an

examination of the cases in which a& 2. Analysis of cases in ..;hich

a exceeds 2 is under way and the results will appear at a later date.

(35) With a 2, (33.2) integrates to

(35.1) W ~- 0 + 04 where +.

- 13 - R-2790



Then

(35.2) T M i VT sinl

, .' / - OSm c +s VT COS (•°-X );

so that

r (i _cos !.op O =-_sin - sin, j-
r k (+ osC O sinv - sj rnx-c cost

(35.3)

vhere Tr . This has the soluton
vT

h(354) -- -_ sin -

(sob) sin a,,cos5A -

Thus for any p>l, r becomes zero when Xtakes the finite value

(35.5) = arctan (S~fls )

unless

(35.6) (p4- cosýo.) sin Yo - sin cos X. < 0
~hen (35.6) is satisfied, the trajectory reduces to a collision course.

In either case it is plain that the missile will c'vertake the target if

the missile speed always exceeds that of the target.

(36) Combine (35.2) and (35.4) to obtain

( 3 6 .1 ) l L . ( V -' .
i ==-y-V(s ( in s- n ... 0% -f (" ]c )

Since hys y one concludes that

lin 0 if VCOS go > -,
Vir -V 0M if PS osK < -1.

- 14 - R-2790



The transverse acceleration of the miesile Ain is given by

(36.2) A V. = 2 ýv.

so that,

.irn A,�o if pcon% A - 1 or •4co -i(-I) -/S

if F..co o < -1 or *-o'cos -1(_ _) _ fo"

(37) When arccos ( 4)- it can be shownm that the mia ale

acceleration remains finite throughout the flight. Thi , let

cos %o-=-I in (35.4):

ainif Cos

The first of equations (33.1) becomes

2(6,- ý') )z VJWj

(37.2)x- F 2 -_ 6. z. V-2_ sin

which hac the dolution

(37o3) x z Y Ž- log ePVT{f 1"sinYO- Cos+j.

2 el.Vo o

Differentiate (37.3) with respect to time:

(37.4 T 1 o YcOso - jr 2 
-1 sin

2T{~2 sin' -coar,,jt

irom (37.4), q- is finite unless t t' "' C t :o
'ZVT (cs -0 I 2 - I. sin

From (37.;) it is seen that the time of flight tc is

.- 15 - R-2790



(37.1) tc

2VT•(CosO o_ 12 2 1 8In c)

so that

(37.6) ta 1 - • '2 -
t oo

Thus, collision occurs before infinite acceleration of the missile

is required. Hence, in this case, the missile acceleration is bounded

throughout the entire flight. It can be shown further that the

acceleration either decreas iS continually from an initial maximum

value. or increases steadily to a final maximum value. This can be

seen from (17.2) which shows that i is au increaeing or decreasing

finction of time, according as ýc is grreater or less than o If

thea

arctan 1 are.cos o.

or

Thus, if -- the maximum acceleration over the path occurs

at the time of collision and has the valuo

(07.7) Amax m 2 - 1 sin 9 e

If T•,K • • , the maximum acceleration occurs at the time of I.

- 16 - R-2790



launching, dud is given by

(37.8) Ama-x 2 2 (coo.o-.. - ,Y

,, ... -•" -17 -R-2790



APPENDIX II

Grar ical. Analysis of Partial Naviption Courses

(38) The purpose of thWo appendix is to describe a method of

graphical interpolation between acceleration zurves such as those of

Figs. 2b, 3b, 4b, and 5b. The curves used to illustrate the analysis

are specifically those of Fig. 2b. It will be clear how the dis-

cussion applies in general.

(39) Referring to Fig. 2b, it can be seen that the curves A'

and G' are for a large part approximately straight lines, the slopes

of which may be obtained directly from Equation (36.1) by letting

ý( approach Y'e . where 'c is the relative missile heading at

collision. The slope so obta.ned is

(3.1 .3-.2 1 Como("),

p being the missile to target speed ratio. The angleo, is the sum

of initial target bearing angle Poand initial relative missile

heading -Setting - = 1 in equation (36.1), it is seen

that the right hand intercept of an acceleration curve is given by

the expression

(39.2) 2 inin sin
Sifl(139 P

The curves of Fig. 2b were drawn for 2, .30-900 . Under these

conditions (39.2) is

(39.3) _L It - 2si~i
Thus, the initial value of acceleration for the trajectory with

1- R-2790



0' 300 is zero, while the trajectory with Y=0° has initial

acceleration .03. / g for miscile speed Vm and initial

range 4 " Any ro between 00 and 300 yields an initial

acceleration leva than this value. After no more than a small

'C
increaee, as. - decreases, the acceleration curve begins to

follow the rectilinear decrease with slope (39.1). Thus, no martial

navigation trajectory with a -2, f 2,/,900, and. rbetween 00 and

300 requires of the missile a tranaverce acceleration much in excess

of .031 Vm 2.- Applying a similar dibcussion to Fig. 3b, where

a- 2, n = 2, (3.% 1050, one findi that the couree• for Yobetween

00 and 150 require aceilerations not much greater than 03 m

More exactly, as eeen from curve D', the maximum acceleration does

not exceed 033 gM .

(40) The curves discuceed above all come under Oase 1 of

papagraph (13). and accordingly are characterized by zero tertinal

miesile acceleration. For curvez of Cake 2 in which the terminal

acceleration is infinite there in, of course, no maximum. In this

ca e the graphs may be used to determine whether a particular set

of initial conditions corresponds to a upeable trajectory in the

sense that a misaile followin.,, such a trajectory can come within

destructive range of the target without being required to undergo

excessive accelerations.

(41) To illustrate4 , ouppose a destructive range it 50 feet,

4 See also paragraph (24). where the same problem is dlscubeed.
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and that the maximum attainable acceleration ia 5g. The circled

point in each of FigE. 2b, 3b, 4b, and 5b corresponds to these values

of deotructive ran,:e and maximum allowable acceleration for a missile

speed of 1000 feet/second anr initial range of 50.000 feet. Curve

C1 (Fig. 2b) representing the acceleration of the trajectory determined

by p = 2. ýO900, 9.7o450 is been to pass below the circled point;

this indicates that the acceleration does not exceed 5g until the

missile is within at molt 50 feet of the target. Zeeping and (•3

constant, and decreasing 4 . the right hand intercept decreases as

is verified by reference to (39.3). Lquation (39.1) shows that the

slope of the straight line portion also decreases numerically. Thus,

it seems reasonable to suprose that any acceleration curve with

p = 2, 0,P9o and Kless than 450 passes below, the circled pooint,

and in fact it appears that this value of 450 is conservative and may

perhaps be extended as far as 500.

(42) This estimate is used in the plottinJ of the upper

boundary of the summary graph Fig. 6, which was discussed in paragraph

(25). Other points on the uDuer boundary in Fig. 6 for 1p&105
0 , 1200,

and 1350 were found in like manner from Figs. 3b, 4b, and 5b res-

pectively. In fact that estimates for the higher values of 1 were

made in the same way with curves which are not shown in this report.

2 "S... .- • , 0 11 - . -
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